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Welcome to the Faculty of 
Business and Management
The Faculty of Business and Management has a global 
reputation for excellence in teaching, leading-edge research 
and innovative thinking.
Through our passionate staff, unique graduates, excellent research and network of international 
partners, we seek to inform the practice of business and finance to make a difference to our 
community, locally and internationally.

Our impressive Churchill House, formerly Western Command and then headquarters for a financial 
institution, was named in honour of Sir Winston Churchill, whom reputedly held top secret meetings with 
General Eisenhower and General De Gaulle, a fitting site to train strategic decision makers and managers  
of the future.

International Professional Faculty:  
Banking, Accounting and Finance 
The International Professional Faculty for 
Banking, Accounting and Finance is an elite 
group of progressive and proactive business 
leaders based across the globe. This exclusive 
partnership has been established to serve the 
Faculty of Business & Management advising 
on the MSc in Management with Finance, BSc 
Accounting and Finance, BSc Hons Banking and 

Business Finance and BA Hons Business Finance. 
The panel consists of a group of the most senior 
decision makers in Banking, Accounting and 
Finance across the world. The group plays an 
important and strategic role in the Faculty’s 
development of Banking, Accounting and 
Finance programmes by providing top level 
connections and collaborations. 



What are the benefits of partnership with the International 
Professional Faculty: Banking, Accounting and Finance?
• Exclusive partnership with the University

• Access to an elite group of professionals in 
the sector

• Gain priority access to students through a 
choice of placement schemes, giving your 
businesses a head start in terms of graduate 
recruitment and identification of talent

• Access to our established alumni network, 
gaining expertise and specialist support across 
a range of sectors

• Preferential access to facilities at Chester 
Business School for business use

• Invitation to professional speaker and 
networking events across a variety of sectors 
and specialisms

• Explore opportunities to gain access to funding 
in order to carry out specific research or to 
develop your own graduates through a higher 
and degree level apprenticeship programme 

We hope you can…
• Provide guest lectures raising your company 

profile as an employer of choice

• Collaborate with our academics and help to 
shape the curriculum to ensure that future 
workforce development needs are met, 
enhancing the University’s ability to meet 
business needs

• Provide current business case studies giving 
students exposure to “real world” problems

• Mentor students and support their progress 
whilst developing your own professional 
development



FACULTY OF BUSINESS AND 
MANAGEMENT KEY FACTS

14,000 students from 110 countries 
have graduated in the last five years



Our Accounting  
and Finance Students 

gave us 

98%
for overall satisfaction 

(8% above sector)

Employability
Rankings

are over 90%
for all our graduates 
within 6 months of 

graduation

Excellent links with

 Global Banks 
and Accountants 

Our Accounting and Finance programme is accredited by:

New York
London

Bangkok

Sri Lanka

Kuala Lumpur

Penang

Brunei
Singapore

India

Hong Kong

PARTNER LOCATIONS

Faculty of Business 
and Management is 
in the top quartile of 

Business Schools
Chartered Association of 

Business Schools

China



Apply to our International Professional 
Faculty: Banking, Accounting and Finance
If you are a distinguished leader in Banking, Accounting and 
Finance and would like to enquire about joining our exclusive 
partnership please email baf@chester.ac.uk

"Being a member of the International Professional 
Faculty is about partnership. Together we can set about 
winning the war for talent, recruiting and retaining the 
best graduates by providing them with an ‘unbridled 
advantage’ in the careers market through this exclusive 
network. As an initiative, I would describe this is as an 
ambitious and far reaching, collaborative opportunity 
for which we have very high expectations.”
Mark Jamieson  
Chairman, International Professional Faculty:  
Banking, Accounting and Finance
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